SPECIAL REVIEW & OVERSIGHT COMMITTEE MINUTES
OCTOBER 2, 2018
A Special Review & Oversight Committee meeting was held on October 2, 2018, at North Royalton City Hall,
14600 State Road. The meeting was called to order at 6:50 p.m.
PRESENT: Committee Members: Chair Dan Kasaris, Dan Langshaw, Paul Marnecheck; Council: Larry
Antoskiewicz, John Nickell, Gary Petrusky, Cheryl Hannan; Administration: Mayor Robert Stefanik, Law
Director Thomas Kelly, City Engineer Mark Schmitzer, Service Director Nick Cinquepalmi.
Moved by Mr. Langshaw, seconded by Mr. Marnecheck to approve the September 4, 2018 Review &
Oversight Committee minutes. Roll Call: Yeas: 3. Nays: 0. Motion carried.
NEW BUSINESS
1. State Issue 1
Mr. Kasaris asked for this meeting to discuss State Issue 1. He said that it is his view that this is a pathetic
excuse for a Constitutional amendment. He said that State Issue 1 is an awful idea. It is anti law
enforcement, anti public safety, will result in the premature release of violent felons from prison, would
mandate that all drug possession offenses, including the date rape drug, be prosecuted in municipal court
prohibiting a person to be charged with a felony regardless of the type or amount of drug possessed. He
said he wondered that if this gets approved how it would affect our Law Department because the county
prosecutor’s office would be prohibited from prosecuting drug abuse or possession cases and they would
have to be handled on the municipal court level. He said that he asked our Law Director to look into this
and asked him to report his findings. Mr. Kelly said that he had a discussion with both Donna Vozar and
Jim McDonnell about this. He said that there is no question that the passage of State Issue 1 would shift
very substantially the burden of prosecution of drug offenses from the common pleas court level to the
municipal court level. Mr. Kasaris asked if we know how many drug possession cases we take downtown
and prosecute. Mr. Kelly said that he doesn’t have that number with him tonight but the point is we know
that there is a substantial increase that would shift from the felony level to the municipal court level. He
said that this does not mean that we couldn’t handle it. Our prosecutors are solid individuals and both of
them told him that they could do the job if that is what the State if Ohio determines is the appropriate
course of action. He said that there is more to it than that and if you have done some research on this you
would will find that the fact of the matter is that the burden that would be shifted to the municipal courts is
shifted as a mandate but without any additional funding. So the increased number of felony drug cases that
would now be labeled misdemeanor cases would substantially burden the municipal courts and that would
have impacts in a reverberating manner back to the communities that make up the municipal court district.
We would all have to pay for this operation. He said that Issue 1 is sadly a very unartfully drafted piece of
legislation and is opposed by all the common please judge’s associations, all of the prosecutor’s
associations and all of the law enforcement associations. Mr. Kelly said that if it were to pass, we would
find that we would have substantial additional work both on the prosecutorial level and on the defense
level. We have our own Public Defender that we pay to defend indigent cases in Parma Court and their
work would be substantially increased by this experience. Mr. Kasaris asked if we would have to employ a
second Public Defender. Mr. Kelly said that we would have to devote more financial resources whether it
would be for more personnel or more budgetary allotment for handling a work load that was never
anticipated when their salaries were fixed. Mr. Kasaris asked if this could include support staff. Mr. Kelly
said yes and certainly on the Police Department level. He said that a lot of the work that is done in our
Police Department gets shifted downtown and gets picked up by the personnel at the common pleas level.
That would no longer be the case. State Issue 1 would create some substantial additional revenue burdens
to our community aside from whatever position you take politically on whether this is a good or bad idea.
Mr. Kelly said that whether you favor or oppose reducing penalties for possession of drugs or reducing the
prison population by virtue of the fact that we have so many crowding issues, the fact is this is a wholly
inappropriate way to go about it. The Constitution of the State of Ohio is not designed as a vehicle to
respond to the kind of singular concerns that are addressed in this proposed amendment. This doesn’t
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mean we haven’t had this kind of thing before, because we have. He is just saying that from the point of
view of a lawyer who thinks about these things the Constitution is not the vehicle that should be used for
this purpose. This should be addressed by the State Legislature, and the State Senate and House of
Representatives. He said that the problem from the point of view of the proponents is that they have no
hope of passing anything like this at the legislative level so their only hope of doing something along these
lines is to put it before the voters and try to sell it. He said that it is a very poorly drafted piece of work and
has all kinds of gross generalizations, contains a lot of aspirational goals and it lacks wholly any
specificity. He said that in his option it is not a desirable piece of work and said that he would like to speak
for the administration and say that we oppose it. Mr. Kasaris said that he forwarded to a local newspaper a
copy of the Ohio Municipal League’s official opposition media release to Issue 1. He wanted to bring this
to the attention of the residents and to his fellow elected officials. He thinks that it is a serious matter that
can do serious harm to our city and other cities simply by releasing people from prison who should not be
released, in addition to what would be done with the drug abuse statutes. Mr. Kasaris said that police
officers rely on informants to make arrests and many times we get an informant because we arrest them for
possession and we turn them on other people because we have the ability to charge them with a felony.
This would strip law enforcement of its ability to properly fight crime. He said that the OML provided at
the end of its media release a sample resolution for opposition to Issue 1. He said that he handed out the
OML information and also an email from the Chief Special Prosecutor of the State of Ohio Matt Donahue
that he sent to his staff dealing with this legislation and what affect it would have on the state.
Mr. Marnecheck said that we all are coming at this from different directions and thanked Mr. Kasaris for
the information. He said that he ran into the person who looks into these things for the dioceses. He said
that he thinks there is some value in looking at how we address individuals that have chemical dependency
and he wanted to see if the Catholic Council of Ohio Bishops took a position on this matter. He said they
did not but they did provide some thoughtful reflection that he is happy to share. He said it is his feeling
that they are trying to jam this through in the Constitution because it would never get passed in the
legislature. It is just too broad and it opens up so many other problems that the original intention gets lost
in these mistakes. He said that if this is defeated, hopefully the legislature realizes that we do indeed have
a problem on our hands but address it without causing more burden on the municipalities by not giving us
the tools needed to solve the problem.
Mr. Langshaw said he agrees with much of what has already been said. He agrees that it is being rushed
through. He said we have a general assembly for a reason and agreed that we need to do something about
the opiate crisis. He said that there are things being done, but something like this should go through the
legislative process and give people the opportunity to be heard in committees. He said that there may be
good intentions, but this is a special interest group rushing to jam something into our state Constitution. He
feel that this is bad public policy. He said that we have a General Assembly that is up for reelection this
year and we should give them an earful of what we want to see them do in Columbus. He said he is also
concerned about this as it relates to law enforcement and the courts. He agrees that we absolutely have a
drug problem in Ohio and people are dying from preventable drug overdoses even in our own community.
He said that Cuyahoga County has a high number of deaths and we are part of this epidemic and more
needs to be done for treatment. He felt that our leaders in Washington are to blame as well. He said that he
does not support Issue 1 and feels that it is not good for our community or our state.
Mr. Antoskiewicz said that he wanted to reiterate that he too spoke with Mr. McDonnell and was told that
for him it would just make a longer day and he probably wouldn’t need any additional help. Mr.
McDonnell spoke to the Parma Municipal Court and it was their feeling that not only would it add
additional burden to them but the cost factor would be an issue for them because they just don’t have the
resources to handle what this would require. He said that everything that has been said here tonight is
pretty much on point.
Mrs. Hannan said that she did her due diligence as well and looked at the actual language of what they
want to put on the ballot. She said that this will basically reclassify certain non-serious, nonviolent drug
possession felonies as misdemeanors, it will prohibit courts from ordering persons on felony probation to
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be sent to trial for non-criminal probation violations, it expands earned credits for a reduced sentence if
inmates participate in drug treatment, work, and educational programs and it also requires the state to send
the prison cost savings to local governments to deal with this. She said that she hears what Mr. Kelly and
Mr. Kasaris are saying about the problem of putting it into our Constitution, but if it passes it goes back to
the General Assembly to write the laws and make these things happen. However, the way that this came
about was because our General Assembly has not done anything. There was a Sentencing Commission that
studied this for two years and nothing got through the General Assembly. So what happened was the
citizens in our state decided that they wanted to treat these low level possession crimes as an addiction and
as an illness. So instead of criminalizing this they wanted to see treatment. This was a citizen initiative that
gathered the second highest number of signatures in Ohio’s history. She said she understands what others
are saying, but she works at the court and she see what happens. She said there are ways that prosecutors
can indict for criminal tools and that would be a felony and would take you back to court and then the drug
courts can handle this and get people treatment. She thinks that this is a laudable goal. We have so many
people dying from drug overdoses and something has to be done. Mass incarceration is not the answer.
She understands the unintended consequences of the way they are going about this, but she said that this is
one way of trying to address drug treatment.
Mr. Kasaris said that we have a very successful drug court that Judge David Matia runs in Common Pleas
Court. Mrs. Hannan said so does Judge Synenberg. Mr. Kasaris agreed. He said that this would remove
this from their courts. Mrs. Hannan said no it would not, they would still be able to do this. Mr. Kasaris
said no it wouldn’t because drug possession cases have to be prosecuted on the municipal court level, not
on the federal level. Someone can’t be charged with possession of criminal tools if all they possess are the
drugs. In addition he said that he could possess as many as 50 date rape drug pills. Mrs. Hannan said that
you would then be charged with trafficking. Mr. Kasaris said no he wouldn’t because he is just possessing
them. If he doesn’t offer to sell anyone these drugs or do anything other than possess them, you can’t
prove a trafficking case and if they are only charged with possession, it has to be handled at the municipal
court level. In addition, it causes the early release of felons. He felt that this is a poorly written proposal
and thinks it is a bad idea for Ohio. Mrs. Hannan said that this is a very important issue for all Ohioans and
they should do their due diligence and research and look at the different organizations who are for and
against this. She said that there are very strong, sincere reasons both for and against. She said that she
hasn’t made up her mind yet on this issue and understands what both sides are saying and feels that this is
something we need our voters to decide.
Mr. Nickell said he understands both sides as well. He said he recently watched a program about a bail
bond project for lower income people. If you can’t make bail for a few hundred dollars, then you are stuck
in jail. They might have jobs where they have no paid time off and end up losing their jobs. He sees this
problem at the schools as well. Sometimes kids get caught with small amounts of drugs or just fall in with
the wrong people. He said that we won’t be able to help everyone but treatment is very important to him.
Mr. Kasaris said Mr. Nickell is right and said that the county is much better equipped to deal with and
handle drug treatment. Mr. Nickell said that he acknowledges that he doesn’t have full knowledge of how
the treatment programs work when someone is incarcerated downtown. Mrs. Hannan said sometimes they
get treatment and sometimes they don’t. Mr. Kasaris said that counties are better off handling the addiction
and treatment issues based on what he has seen in the work he has done in different counties. Mr. Nickell
said that this Issue is so confusing that he bets that most of the electorate are going to read it and if they
don’t understand it they won’t vote for it.
Mr. Petrusky said that we are all looking at how much it is going to cost the courts. What about the rest of
our safety when we will have to take our other resources off the streets such as the patrolmen who are out
there protecting us because they will have to deal with repeat offenders being put back on the street. He
said that he deals with this in his job as a Police Officer and said that it doesn’t matter if we incarcerate
them or send them to treatment, they don’t go and there are warrants for their arrest. People say we need to
give them a break because they missed their probation. They missed their probation because they are in
some alley shooting up. He does not believe this Issue should pass. When he continually finds the same
people offending, he doesn’t know what the answer is to get them help, but sending them to treatment does
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not work and sending them to jail does not work. All this is going to do is cost us in other ways because
our crime rates are going to go up because these people are not coming off the street and this will allow
hardened criminals back out on to the streets.
Mr. Kasaris said that he handed out a packet for everyone to review, a copy of which is attached to these
minutes. He said that he scheduled a R&O meeting for two weeks from tonight. If there is any support to
pass a resolution such as the one the OML has provided we can discuss this at this next meeting. If there is
no support, we won’t introduce a resolution. Mr. Langshaw said that people sound like they have their
minds made up and asked if it would be easier to decide this tonight. Mr. Antoskiewicz said that for as
long as he has been Council President, he has tried to make sure that a piece of legislation such as this has
unanimous support and if not, he hopes that everyone would respect everyone else’s opinion and not
introduce legislation if there is not full support. He said that everyone has newsletters and Facebook that
they can use to let their residents know their stance on this matter. Mr. Langshaw said that Mr.
Antoskiewicz makes a very persuasive argument and maybe individuals can send a letter to the editor to
air their views. Mr. Kasaris said that he will keep the next meeting scheduled for now and we can cancel if
necessary.
ADJOURNMENT
Moved by Mr. Langshaw, seconded by Mr. Marnecheck to adjourn the October 2, 2018 Special Review and
Oversight Committee meeting. Yeas: 3. Nays: 0. Motion carried.
Meeting adjourned at 7:17 p.m.

